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There are many types of gladiolus growers; and, unfortunately, too many mix the ^
love of horticulture with the business. Unlike most greenhouse growers who have all
seen the sign, "If people only knew how much heat, how many hours, etc., it takes, they
wouldn't mind the price," field crop growers such as gladiolus growers don't figure
their costs close enough'.

Let's take some rough figures for example. The glads cost about $10 per thousand
for no. 2 size and less for no. 3's or "bulbletSo" Your land rental, soil preparation
and machinery cost figures around $75 per acre. Then consider weed control and
irrigation. These are variable costs and the place where good management, pays off.
Pest control and grading are two further areas where profits can be increased.

By planting double rows, closer together, using good fertilizer and water management,
we can more than double per acre production, Minimum cultivation with weed control
chemicals further reduces labor cost. Thus, the range in per acre production is from
20,000 to over 50,000 corms planted. With miniatures this can double again by planting
more densely.

Use of tractor-mounted equipment, multiple row setups and general mechanization may
pay off if your volume of production is above the break-even point of equipment operation
and ownership. Very few growers share equipment, but this spreads out the cost base and
reduces operating fixed costs.

What is an economic operation? In -general terms, it is a certain size operation
which makes money. Fixed costs for small or large growers are about the same on a given
area. The cost of owning a tractor, irrigation pump, sprayers, dusters, storage
facilities and buildings are about the same for one'acre or ten. An economic operation •**
varies with the local price structure in different markets. Usually those getting a
low return will grow more to make up the difference, whereas the; backyard grower who
retails his flowers concentrates on quality at top price.

The laws of supply and demand dictate what you can get to a point, but dump the
surplus when it costs you money to sell them. You are not helping anyone by salvage
prices. It is better to find out why they are not selling and adjust accordingly.
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Preparation of Corms--Dusting corms remains the first step in thrip control and
disease prevention. Use a cement mixer with a plastic cover over the opening to mix
better. Dump through wire bottom field trays to save dust in another box. Use thiram
plus dieldrin, delsan A-D seed protectant or panoram D-31, If using a dip, stack field
trays on a trailer with a drum of chemical solution. Dump corms into a wire mesh basket
and soak for fifteen minutes between planting batches. By setting up a series of dip
barrels, drying in trays in the sun between filling planting trays saves labor.

Planting—Growers have some ingenious planters ranging from adapted potato and
tobacco planters to homemade affairs. Basically, the machine makes a furrow of proper
depth and width, and corms are dropped or rough placed by hand in the row. Often two
or.three rows at a time are planted, since it still takes one to drive the tractor
pulling this rig. This reduces total cost per row. A set of disc hillers for each row
automatically covers the row. The field should be irrigated after planting to set the -^
corms and eliminate air pockets. Rain within a day will also take care of this.

Irrigation--Glads need water in quantity, at least an inch per week or equivalent
rainfall. As spikes develop, daily watering will give better spike development and
more florets. Small aluminum pipe will be most easily portable and smaller sprinklers


